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ABSTRACT
The objective of this paper is to reflect the intellectual structure of the research field in medical ethics. Central
researchthemesof both citing and cited doiuments were found to focus on issuesconcerning autonomy, ethics education,
principles of ethics, medical researchand life-death decisions. An additional number of themes with delimited foci were
also identified. On the basis of the findings it was concluded that the objective of describing the intellectual structure of
medical ethicswas notreachedin terms of completeness.The dataconsistedof 477 bibliographic descriptionsof publications
of Jourhal of Medical Ethics fuomthe period I993-2OOLand the bibiiometric methods used were cocitation analysis and
bibliographic coupling. Additional bibliometric applicationsidentified and extracted documentsin the sample with a
citation relationship to the sameand analysedthe co-occurrenceof descriptor terms. General statistical techniquesapplied
were multidimensionalscalingand clusteranalysis.
Keywords: Bibliometrics; bibliogrtphic coupling; citation analysis; cocitation analysis ; medicai ethics

ABSTRAK
Tujuan p"o"iitiun ini adalah untuk mengetahui pola intelektual penelitian bidang etika kedokteran. Tema pokok
penelitian dalam dokumen yang mensitir maupun yang disitir diketahui terfokus pada isu-isu otonomi, pendidikan etika,
prinsip-prinsip etika, penelitian kedokteran dan keputusanuntuk hidup atau mati. Sejumlah tema tambahandengdn focus
terbatasjuga diteliti. Dari hasilpenelitiandapatdisimpulkanbahwa tujuan untukmengetahuipola intelektual etika kedokteran
tidak dapat tercapai dilihat dari aspekkelengkapannya.Data yang diteliti terdiri dari 477 deskripsi bibliografis Journal of
Medical Ethics terbitan tahun 1993-2001dan metodebibliometri yang digunakanadalahanalisisko-sitasi danbibliographic
coupling.Teknik statistika umum yang digunakan yaitu pemetaanmultidimensi dan analisis kluster.
Katakunci : bibliometrika; bibliographic coupling; analisissitasi; analisiskositasi;etika kedokteran
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1. INTRODUCTION

issuesin the fields of medical treatment and research.The

The basic principle of science is to publicize its

term is also sometimes used more generally to describe
ethical issues in the life sciences and the distribution of

researchresults.An emphasison a field's publicationsand

scarcemedicalresources.The professionalfields that deal

patterns of formal communication has the potential ability

with ethical issuesin medicineinclude medicine,nursing,

to reflect the cognitive structuresof a scientificfield. Once

law, sociology, philosophy, and theology, though today

a discovery or researchresult is made public and put on
permanentrecord, it could be said to constitute an entity of

medical ethicsis also recognizedas its own discipline.For

primary scientific communicationand togethersuchentities

this analysis theJournal of Medical Ethics was chosenas a
good representativeofthis field. Firstpublishedin 1975,it

constitutean archive of public knowledge.On a personal

has becomea leading internationaljournal, reflecting the

level, such a work put on record is seenas the scientist's

whole field of medical ethics. Thus, the objective of this
paper is to focus on the intellectual structure of medical

intellectual property. When works are read by other
scientistsand cited in their own works. the cited authors
are recognized for their contribution to knowledge. These
citationsmade and receivedby authors/scientist
constitute

ethics by analyzing the citation network constituted by
references in this journal, depicting discernable research

a formal linking mechanismbetweenthe researchpublished

themes and the structure of the intellectual base2. The
objective of this paperis purely descriptive.

by individuals and other members of the scientific
community. Theseprevious researchresultsto which a new

2. METHOD

researchpublication is linked backward in time through its
citations are thus formally cited as authoritative sources
(Ziman, 1984).As the numberof publicationsincrease,so

A bibliographic data file was downloadedfrom the
Institute for Scientific Information's3indexScienceCitation

does the number of citations constructing an expanding
citation netrvork. Any scientist's publication is thus

Index Expanded. This index, accessedby the interface of
Web of Science, contains complete bibliographic data,

embedded in this network constituted by the citations to
and from many other scientistsanddependingon their work.

including cited references, citations received and author
abstracts for each bibliographic item. In all, 477 articles

An a l y z ing t his ne tw o rk m i g h t c o n tri b u te to our
understandingofa field's intellectual structureand content.

on Medical Ethics from the period 1993-2001 werc
downloaded, formatted and appendedto one file. Most of

In this paper the network constituted by the formal
communica-tion of researchersfrom the field of medical

Bibexcela.

ethics or bio ethics is analyzedusing bibliometric methods.
The term bibliometric has been used since the beginning

2.1 Citation analysis

of the 1970stand refersto the mathematicaland statistical

t

I

analysis of patterns from publications and the use of
publications. Medical ethics refers to the study of moral

the computing was accomplished using the software

Citation analysis encompassesa wide-ranging area
of bibliometric research methods. The use of citation
analysis may focus on the documents themselves, their

' The term bibliometric was coined by A. Pritchard in 1969 and defined as the application of mathematics and statistical method,sro
books and otherforms of written communication
2 The intellectual base is in this
context the frame of references constituted by earlier works referenced by other, later works of a
particular field.
3The Institute for Scientific Information (ISI)
is a databasepublishing company, started by Eugene Garfield in 1958. The ISI database
consists of three main indexes: the Social Science Citation Index, the Science Citation Index and Arts and Humanities Citation
Index.
All tfuee indexes are available as databasesonline as well as printed.
' BIBEXCEL is a tool-box developed by Olle Persson,Inforsk, UmeA University, Sweden and designed to assist a user in analyzing
bibliographic data, or any data of a textual nature formatted in a similar manner. The idea is to generate data files that can be
imported to Excel, or any program that takes tabbed data records, for further processing
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authors or the journals in which the documents appear.

co-citation patterns can be used to model scientific

There is also a great variety as to how citation analysis is

specialties.

applied and for what purposes.To mention a few, citations
can be consideredas indicatorsof scientific communication

Cocitation- and .bibliographic coupling can be
illustrated as follows:

patterns, where the assumption is that there is a certain
amount of congruencebetween documental and social

Gtingdootrrrtl

,4.

structures. The study of the historical, scientific process

,//

using citation analysisis basedon a literary model of the

\\

EE EE

scientific processwhere scientific work is representedby

IK

papersand citations can be usedto trace the chronology of
events,relationshipsbetweenthem and their importance

Document I is bibliographically coupled with

lSmith, 1981). The study of the cognitive structure of

document II, as they both cite document C and document

science,where the linkagesamongkey papersestablishes

F.

a structure map for the specialty. Through the study of
changing structures,the developmentof disciplines and

DocumentsA ; C ;F ; H are all cocited by document
I

their interrelationshipcould be monitored (Small, 1973).
The techniquesapplied for this citation analysis,
bibliographic coupling and co-citation coupling, are well

DocumentsB ; C ; F ; L are all cocitedby document
II

established.Kessler (1963) first presentedbibliographic

Documents C ; F are cocited by document I and II
Two complementarystatisticaltechniquesare applied

coupling as a new method for grouping technical and

in this paper,multidimensional scaling (MDS) and cluster

scientific papers on the basis of bibliographic coupling

analysis. Both techniqueshave their starting point in a

units. A coupling unit is a single referenceused by two

matrix of proximity valuess.MDS refers to a class of

papersand the strength of the coupling is measuredby the

techniques,which use the proximity values of objects as

number of coupling units between them. When two citing

input. The chief output is a geometric configuration of

items have a strong bibliographic coupling they are

points, each point representingan object6.The display of

presumably dealing with the samesubject matter. Vladutz

this geometricconfiguration is the "map" of (co- occurring)

and Cook (1984) performed a large-scalestudy of the

objects.The geomefficconfiguration could be said to reflect

concept of bibliographic coupling where it was found that

the "hidden structure" of the matrix and often makes the

the use of bibliographic coupling yielded valid results in

data easierto comprehend(Kruskal & Wish, 1978). The

terms of subjectrelatednessin a large-scaledatabase.

operations used to obtain the geometric configuration are

The co-citation techniquewas initially presentedby

highly mathematical and due to their complexity all

Small (ibid.) as a new form of documentcoupling defined

calculations are performed with the aid of a computer,

as the frequency with which two documents are cited

however, the principle of MDS can be explained:

together.The number of identical citing items decides the

Let A, B, C, and D be the representations of four

strengthof co-citation between two documents.Therefore,

objects in the matrix. Let X be the value of similarity for A

this relationshipbetweendocumentsis establishedby the

and B, and Y for C andD. Ideally, the following conditions

citing authors and the way they choose to cite works

should be the rule:

pertinent to their own work. Like bibliographic coupling,

(1) If X = Iz,then the distance,between both points in

co-citationis a measureof similarity as to subiectareaand

the configuration, representingA and B should be the same

5 A proximity value is a number which indicates how similar
or how different two objects are.
6 An object in this case refers to the analyzed unit of choice.
In this paper documents, joumals and index words are analyzed.
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as the distance between the points r"Or"r"n,rn* C andD.
and
(2) ) it X < I, then the distance between both points
representingA and B in the configuration, should be greater
than the distancebetween the points representing C andD.
Clustering is a kind of classification of objects into
meaningful sets (clusters). This classification might
discover systems of organizing observations,usually
people, into groups where members share properties
in
common (Stockburger, 1998). In this paper,a cluster could
be defined as a group or a set consisting of a number of
documents sharing some sort of property. The clusters
should also be mutually exclusive. That is, no document
may exist in more than one cluster.The routine is explained
by a metaphorical example taken from the help files of
Bibexcel:
Imagine you have the following list of pairs:
IOA

B

9D

F

88

C

7A

C

6F

G

5H

I

4A

H

tabs separatingthe two units of a pair.
The clustering routine will have the followine
sequenceof events:
(the pairs are invited to a party):
A-B comes first, have to wait in the hall
I
I

I

thensearches
thehall andfinds H_I
I will clusterwith A_B-C_H
Cluster1 will hold: A-B-C-H_I
Cluster2 will holdD-F-G
In order to estimateinterrelations( basedon co_
citations)betweenclusterstheaveragecocitationstrengths
betweenclusterswerecalculated.The averagecocitation
frequencyfor c, andc, AvgCC(cr,cr), is definedas

Lb,,r,,0,,

AvgCC(cr,cr)='=ti=t
r\n2

,

where n, is the number of documents in c,
, n2 is
the number of documentsin c, andCC(dt,d.,f
tn
cocitation frequency for d (e c, and d (e c
)
,
,) .
,
Based on these normalized values (proximities)
of
co-citation strength, a MDS map was computed showing
the relative similarity between clustered groups
of
documents.

Note that the pairs are sorted by a co_occurrence
frequency in column l, and that the pair-list also must have

I

A-H comesnext,H will clusterwith A_B_C

D-F comesnext, have to wait in the hall.
B-C comes next, forms a cluster_tablewith A_B
in the living room
A-C comes next, will be deleted since A_C is already
in the living room
F-G comes next, will not find a friend in the room
Goes to the hall and finds D_F and
Then D-F-G will form a cluster in the
room
H-I comesnext, have to wait in the hall

2.2 The internal citation network
The network constituted by citations given and
received exclusively by documentsof a sample of selected
articles from Medical Ethics willalso be investigated.
This
approach demands a technique that enablesthe extraction
of documentsthat cite or is being cited by other documents
in the selected sample. This technique is implemented
in
Bibexcel where a search key is constructed that contains
the surname.of the first author, publication year, volume
number and starting page for every record, which enables
the identification and computing of all documents
citing
any other document of the sample or being cited by any
of
these. Next, step the number of citations to each cited
document is calculated and a threshold for the inclusion
of
items for further analysis is set. Thus, the resulting set
of
bibliographic descriptionsonly containsdocumentsthat
are
connectedto other documentsin the original set. When this
approach is applied, the whole monographic literature
feferenced in Medical Ethics hereby is excluded
and
referencespublished earlier than 1993 and injournals
not
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indexed by SSCI are also excluded, and of course, those

Fgurcl
Thedistribution
ofcitations

articles of the set that do not receive citations from articles
of the same set nor give referencesto articles of the same.
Conclusively,this gives a more concentratedview of the
literatureof medical ethicsexcluding citationsto documents
outside the field of medical ethics, but with notable
limitations that have to be accountedfor when interpreting
the results.

40Vo
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2.3 Word analysis

OVo

In order to investigate and comprehend the subject
content of a set of source articles from a field of

ldrnterof citations

investigation, an additional method usestitle words or key
words as input data. The assumption is that the frequency
and co-occurrence of terms can reflect the content and
structureofresearch. In this paperdescriptorterms are used
and after computing a pair list of co-occurring index terms,
MDS is used to create a spatial configuration in two
dimensions showing how conceptsof medical ethics relate
to one another during the time period chosen for this
investigation. On a more detailed level, the co-occurrence
ofdescriptors are analyzedin order to apprehendthe context
of some descriptor terms selected on the basis of their
frequencyofuse and oftheir shareof articles'totalnumber
of descriptors

Eight documentswere excluded in the clusteringTand
in all, 49 documents of 100 had at least one common
reference,constituting 6 clusters.The clustersarepresented
with the first author, title, publication year, volume, issue,
times cited and, at the end, the number of times they appear
as one of the parts of the links forming the clusters.
Typically, the more connected documents appear at the
beginning of each cluster and the less relevant (as to the
common theme of the cluster) documents are usually located
at the end. As for the relationshipsbetweenclusters,cluster
2 and3 were found to have2l referencesin common. cluster
2 and I had one common reference and the remaining

3. EMPIRICAL RESULTS

clusters no common references at all. This indicates that

3.1 Research themes through bibliographic coupling
T he r es earc h th e me s d e ri v e d fro m c l usters
constituted by bibliographically coupled, highly cited
source documents reveal recdnt researchthemes from the
Journal ofMedical Ethics and are labeled according to the
content indicated by titles and abstracts. The citation
threshold of the citing documentswas set to 4 citations and
exactly 100 documents were cited at least 5 times. The
distribution of citations over sourcedocumentsshows that
35Voof all sourcedocumentshave not, as yet, been cited at
all and that a few are heavily cited.

The distribution of citations

there probably is a greater resemblancein subject content
between cluster 2 and 3 than between the other clusters.
The probability that cluster 2 and 3 contain common
referencesis ofcourse enhancedby the fact that they also
contain rflost documents. In all, the clusters have a clear
emphasison medical treatment and care.
Cluster l, Nutrition at the End of Life, is concerned
with issues about terminal care and medical-moral issues
concerning the alimentation of the patient near the end of
life. Cluster 2, P rinc ipl es of Resuseitution, have the second
most documents, which indicates that the ethical question
of resuscitationis a centralthemein medical ethicsresearch.
In this context questions concerning euthanasia, patient

7 The exclusion of documents in the clustering process is due to the fact that they do not have any references in common with any
other pair of bibliographically coupled documents.
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autonomy and the age of the patient are also debated.

patientsand relatives views/1995121t3212

Cluster 3, Ethics of Care and Education of Ethics, is the
largest cluster and has a more general content such as the

Mitchell KR/ Medical futility treatmentwithdrawal and the
persistent vegetative state/1993/I9ll5l2

basic issuesof medical ethics and in focus are educ'atipnal

Shaw AB/ In defenseof ageism/I9 g4l2olI3l2

aspectsof medical ethics in the context of medical care. A

Holm S/ Not Just autonomy - the principles of American

more specialized theme is visible in cluster 4, Clinical

biomedical ethicsllggll2llI4ll

Trials,where the role of uncertainty and scientific evidence

Schostak RZl Jewish ethical guidelines for resuscitation

as well as issuesofpatient and public benefit are discussed.

and artificial nutrition and hydration of the dying elderly/
I994l20l6lL

In cluster 5, Medical research,the emphasisis on genetic
-

issues but questions about screening and prevention and
obstetrics are also debated. Finally, cluster 6, Patient

Hunt RW A critique of using age to ration health-care/
l993lI9l5l1

Autonomy, is focused on patient autonomy in the context

StauchIW Rationality and the refusal of medical-treatrnent

ofrefusal ofblood transfusion.

- a critique of the recent approach of the English courts/

Cluster 1

StevensCA/ Management of death dying and euthanasia-

Nutrition at the End of Life (n=4)

attitudes and practices of medical practitioners in SouthAustralia/l994/20/291I

1995tzu5tr

Dunlop ItJ/ On withholding nutrition and hydration in the
terminally ill - haspalliative medicine gone too far - a reply/
r995l2ll8l2

JochemsenIV Euthanasia in Holland - an ethical critique
of the new law/r994120113/r

Craig GIW.On withholding artificial hydration and nutrition
from terminally ill sedatedpatients. The debatecontinues/

Cluster 3

1996122/712

Ethics of Care and Education of Ethics (n=16)

Ashby IW Artificial hydration and alimentation at the end

RobertsonDW Ethical theory ethnography,and differences

of life - a reply to craigll995l2Il'llL
Larches VF/ Paediatrics at the cutting edge: Do we need

between doctors and nurses in approachesto patient carel
19961221614

clinical ethics committees?/1997/23/L2lI

Sulmasy DP/ Ethics education for medical house officers:
Long term improvements in knowledge and confidence/

Cluster2
(n=15)
Principlesof Resuscitation

L991l23tt0t 3
AllmarkP/ Cantherebeanethicsof carell995l2lll5l3

Halliday R/ Medical futility and the social contextllgg7l

Sulmasy DP/ A randomized trial of ethics education for

231814

medical houseofficers/l993ll9ll9/3

Bruceiones P/ Resuscitating the elderly: What do the

Smith LFP/ Ethical dilemmas for general-practitioners

patients want7ll996l22lI2/3

under the UK new contract1Lgg4/2}/7l3

-^

Robertson GS/ Resuscitation and senility - a study of
patientsopinions/19931l91I413

Green B/ Teaching ethics in psychiatry - a one-day
workshop for clinical students/19951211712

.

Hilbetmau-44,/Marginally effective medical care: Ethical

Mchaffie HE/ Withholding/withdrawing ,treatment from

analysis of issuesin cardiopulmonary resuscitation(CPR)/

neonates:Legislation and official guidelines acrosseurope/

1997/23t8t2

1999t25n0t2

Orr RD/ Requestsfor "inappropriate" treatment basedon

Hope T/ The Oxford practice skills project - teaching ethics

religious beIiefsll99T /23lIOl2

law and communication-skills to clinical medical-students/

van Delden JJM/ Deciding not to resuscitatein Dutch

1994120/712

hospitals/19931L9/1512

Mitchell KR/ Assessingthe clinical ethicalcompetenceof

Mead GE/ Cardiopulmonary-resuscitation in the elderly -

undergraduatemedical-students/I993lI9l16lI
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single document not cited by or citing uny o,ir", document
of this sample. The clusters are presented with the first
author,publication year, volume number, starting page and
at the end, the number of times they appear as ond of the
parts of the links forming the clusters. Those documents
that are cited at least 15 times appearwith their first authors
in italics, extra bold type. Clustering the top documentsof
the Journal of Medical Ethics and those documents that
are related to them reflects how researchthemesare formed
around the more recognized documents within the period
of 1993-2001and will give a currentpicture of the field as
reflected by this particular journal. Basically, the same or
relatedresearchthemesshow up as in the caseofclusters
basedon bibliographically coupled documentsin section
3.1: cluster l, Resuscitatingthe Elderly, has a content
similar to cluster2 (3.1) and 2 identical documents.Cluster
2,Artificial Hydration and Alimentation at the End of Lift,
correspondsto cluster I (3.1) with 3 identical documents
and cluster 3, Ethics of Care and Education of Ethics, to
cluster 3 (3.1) with 4 identical documents. Cluster 4,
Patient Autonomy, is similar to cluster 6 (3.1) with 3
identical documents.Cluster 5, Using the dead,and cluster
6, Prioritization in medicine, reflects more specialized
aspectsof medical ethics not presentin section 3. 1. Of the
remaining 9 documents, 3 are found in cluster 2, section
3. I and 6 of them are not found in section 3: I .

Table2
The'most
citeddocuments
Note:
Thelefiolumn
shows
thenumber
ofcitations
andtherightcolumn
identifies
thedocument.

3eNord,1993,V19,P37
Vlead,
1995,
V21,P39
2SStevens,
1994,
V20,P41
1E3raig,1994,
V20,P139
1ESulmasy,
1993,
V19,P157
1 i serson,
1993,
V19,P92
1i Savulescu,
1995,
V21,P327
1eMitchell,
1993,
V19,P230
15\llmark,
1995,
V21,P19
15:ulford,
1993,
V19,P85
15Vlitchell,
1993,
V19,P71
15ledshaw,1996,V22,P78
ot

15 /anDelden,
1993,
V19,P200
Mead, 1995, V21, P39, Cardiopulmonary-resuscitation
in
the elderly - patientsandrelativesviews/4;BruceJones,
1996,V22,P286,
Resuscitation
decisions
In theelderly:A
discussion
of currentthinking/1;BruceJones,1996,V22,
P154,Resuscitating
theelderly:Whatdo thepatientswant?/
l; Robertson,
L993,V19,P104,Resuscitation
andsenility
- a studyof patientsopinions/l;Sayers,20Ol,V27,PLI4,
Thevalueof takingan 'ethicshistory'/l

Cluster 1.
Resuscitating the Elderly (n=5)

Cluster2.
Artificial Hydration and Alimentation at the End of l-ife
(n=7)

Table1
Ihe distributionof citingyearsandcitedyears
Citedyeaf
Citingyea. '199 r99 1995 1996t 199 1998t1991 200 2W -otal
1994

1995
1996
1997

2(

3

'1996

3

'|

t999

2000

4

2ffi1
| otal

26t

li

2'

35t

3

1{

l9t

Craig, 1994, V20, P139, On withholding nutrition and
hydrationin theterminallyill - haspalliativemedicinegone
toofar/5;Craig,1996,V22,P147,Onwithholdingartificial
hydrationandnutritionfrom terminallyill sedated
patients.
The debatecontinues/3;Allmark, 1995,V21, P19, Can
there be an ethicsof care?|2;Ashby, 19:95,Y2I, P135,
Artificial hydrationandalimentationat the end of life - a
replyto Craig/I ; Dickenson,2000,V 26,P254, Are medical
ethicistsout of touch?Practitionerattitudesin theUS and

'The "clustering"or groupingofthesepairsis pursueddifferentlycomparedto the clusteringofbibliographicallycoupledor
cocitedpairsaseachpair hasthe samevalue,that is, exactlyonecitationexistsbetweenany two documentsin a pair.Thus,in the
clusteringprocessthereis no distinguishingof differentstrengthsbetweendocuments.
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UK towards decisionsat the end of life/l; Dunlop, 1995,
VZI,Pl4l, On withholding nutrition and hydration in the

Using the Dead (n=3)

terminally ill - haspalliative medicine gone too far - areplyt
1; Fenwick, 1998,V24, P86, Applying best inteiests to

Iserson, 1993, V19, Pg2,Postmortem procedures in the
emergencydepartment- using the recently deadto practice

persistent vegetative state - a principled distortion/l

andteacU2; Ardagh, 1997,V23, P289, May we practice
endotracheal intubation on the newly dead?ll; Nyrhinen,

Cluster 5

Cluster 3.

2000, V26, P54, Ethics in the laboratory examination of

Ethics of Care and Education of Ethics (n=8)

patients/1

Mitchell, 1993, V19, P230, Assessingthe clinical ethical
competenceof undergraduatemedical-students/S; Malek,

Cluster 6

2000, V 26, P 13 1, Talking aboutcasesin bioethics: the effect

Prioritization in medicine (n=3)

of an intensive course on health care professionals/2;

Nord, 1993, VIg, P37, The relevance of health state after
treatment in prioritizing between different patierLtsl2i

Sulmasy, 1993, VIg, P157, A randomized trial of ethics
education for medical house officers/2; Robertson, 1996,
V22, P292, Ethical theory ethnography, and differences
between doctors and nurses in approachesto patient carel
l ; Sav ules c u, 199 9 , V 2 5 , P3 6 7 , E v a l u a ti n g e thi cs

Cohen, 1996, V 22, P267, Preferencesneeds and eAlys/
1; Ryynanen,I996,V22,P238, RandompairedscenariosA method for investigating attitudes to prioritization in
medicine/1

competencein medical education/l ;
Myser, 1995, V2l, P97, Teaching clinical ethics as a
professional skill - bridging the gap between knowledge
about ethics and its use in clinical-practice/l; Sulmasy,
1997,V23, P88, Ethics education for medical house
officers; Long term improvements in knowledge and
confidence/l; Tysinger,1997,V23,P3 15,Teachingethics
using small-group problem-basedlearning/1

Single Pairs
Fulford, 1993, VIg, P85; Ethics of research wirh
psychiauic-patients - principles problems and the primary
responsibilitiesof researchers
; B indless,I 998, y 24, p3 | 4 ;
The use of patients in health care education: the need for
ethical justification
Mitchell, 1993, V19, PTl,Medical

futility treatment

withdrawal and the persistent vegetative state;Borthwick,

Cluster 4

L995, V zI, P 205, The proof of the vegetabl e - a
commentary on medical futility

Patient Autonomy (n=5)
Savulesc u, 1995, V2 1, P327, Rational non-interventional
paternalism:Why doctorsought to makejudgments of what
is best for their patients/4; Malyon, 1998, VZ4, p302,
Transfusion-free treatment of Jehovah's Witnesses:
respectingthe autonomouspatient'srights |
|
;
Muramoto, 1998, V24, P295, Bioethics of the refusal of

Redshaw, 1996, V22, P78, Research ethics committee
audit: Differences between committees; Dal-Re, 1999,
V25,P268, Performance of researchethics committees in
Spain. A prospective study of 100 applications for clinical
trial protocols on medicines

blood by Jehovah's Witnesses: part 2. A novel approach
basedon rational non-interventionalpaternalism/l ; Madder,

Stevens,1994, V20, P47 ,Management of death dying and
euthanasia- attitudesand practicesof medical practitioners

L997, V23, P221, Existential autonomy: why patients

in South-Australia; Kitchener, 1999, V25,P25,Conditions

should make their own choices/; Savulescu,1997,V23,

required for a law on active voluntary euthanasia:a survey

P108,The trouble with do-gooders:The exampleof suicide/

of nurses' opinions in the Australian Capital Territory

I
Not Connected
Van Delden, 1993,V19, P200,Deciding not to resuscitate
in Dutch hospitals
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3.3 Concepts of research

descriptors that have relative high scoresrrandone should

In order to make full use of the information contained
in the bibliographic descriptions, the key words that are

keep in mind that eventually a body of varying conceptsis
not visualized.

assignedthe documentsby the author(s)are analyzed.The

In order to appreciateeventual changesover time, the

fall out of documents was acceptableas 957o of the citing
documents contained descriptors. Compared to the

set of descriptors was divided into 3 periods (Table 3).
Sorting the descriptors in descending order, a few

techniquesusedin 3.1 and 3.2thete is no discriminationof

descriptors remain over the median for all three periods:

docurnents and all documents containing descriptors are

a,utonorny,ethics, euthanasia and medical ethics. Thus, a

included. In this way most of the articles of the Journal of

delimited number of descriptorswith relatively high scores

Medical Ethics have initially the same chance to make a
contribution. But, on the descriptor level there is a choice

arein focus for the whole period. It could be of someinterest
to understandhow theserelatively stable terms are related

of which onesto include.In this case1911descriptorswere

to one another and to other lesscentral descriptors in terms

gathered in one file and the total number of unique

of co-occurrence.For the whole period of 1993-2001, all

descriptorswas 1126,which is a numbertoo big to be able
Figure2.
Thedistribution
of descriptor
terms
Note:
TheY-axis
shows
thefrequency
onalogscale
andtheX-axis
number
ofuniqu€
descriptors.

to reflect in a meaningful way. Some sort of selection has
to be made. The distribution of occurrencesof unique
descriptors is very skewed (Figure 2) and excluding
descriptors only on the basis of low occurrence might
exclude important concepts.Instead, each descriptor term
was assigneda *fraction according to its share of all
descriptors in a particular document and all fractions of
this term were then summed up (Table 3). The reason for
this approachis that if a document is assignedonly a single
or a few descriptors, each descriptor should have a greater
weight compared to the case when many descriptors are

I

used to describethe focus of a document.As to the number

Jr

tor

l5t

201 2Jt

301 351 aot 4tl

5ol ,5r

sI

651 tol

t5l

&l

sl

ml

of descriptors per document, the mode, median and mean
are all 410,which is a rather symmetrical distribution and
one could conclude that mostly 3-6 descriptors are needed
to reflect the content of a document and more seldom one

Figure
3
Thedistribution
of number
of descriptors
overdocuments

Note:Y axisshowsnumber
ofdocuments
andX-axisnumber
ofdescriptors.

or two descriptors are enough to describe the focus of a
document. In another few casesmore than 4 descriptors
are used(Figure 3). As a good part ofall descriptorsbccur

t25

only once (467o) over the time period, one is tempted to

I)

assu me that t her e is no s tra i g h t fo rw a rd w a y to

)U

conceptualizeresearchfoci, or that the researchfield might
be fragmented. This could mean that there is a problem in
reflecting the research structure by means of descriptor

ffi

r00

ffi

F

0

_Hl

EA*5

6

7

8

9

101112t3t4t5

terms.Thus, this attemptis delimited to the analysisof those

toRange = 14
tt The cut-offpoint for'inclusion was set to include
the 'top 30' descriptors from each period to enable comparison between periods.
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Table3
Descriptors,
1993-2001
1993-1995
SumsDescriplors
3,8 Ethics
3,2 Euthanasia
2,3 Medical
Etrics
2,2 Autonomy
2,2 Teaching
Medical
Ethics
1,9 Research
1,7 Medical
Education
1,5 Bioehics
1,2 Persistent
Vegetative
State
1,2 ResourceAllocation
1,1 Clinical
Trials
1,0 Rationing
1,0 Ethics
Committees
1,0 HumanExperimentation
1,0 Authority
1,0 Abortion
0,9 Children
0,8 QALY
AndDying
0,8 Death
0,8 Rights
0,8 PrenatalDiagnosis
0,8 Munchausen's
Syndrome
ByProxy
Video
0,8 Covert
Surveillance
0,7 lnformed
Consent
0,7 PsychiatricEtfrics
0,7 Cardiopulmonary
Resuscitation
Role
0] Medical
0] Torture
0,7 PracticalReason
0,7 MedicalSkills

199F1998
SumsDeSctiptors

6,0 Ethics
4,5 Medical
Ethics
2,0 Animal
Experimentation
2,0 Autonomy
2,0 Consent
1,8 Advance
Directives
1,8 Abortion
1,7 Euthanasia
1,5 Informed
Consent
1,5 Bioehics
1,1 Religion
{{ Blood
1,1 Munchausen's
Syndrome
ByProxy
1,0 Research
Ethics
Committees
g8
1,0 European
Community
Directive
1,0 European
Community
Directive
89
1,0 Education
1,0 Attitudes
0,9 Paternalism
0,9 Donation
Will
0,9 Living
0,9 Human
Rights
Donation
0,9 Organ
0,9 Covert
Video
Surveillance
Ethics
0;8 Research
0,8 Resource
Allocation
0,8 Rights
Witnesses
0,7 Jehovah's
0,7 Research
Research
0,7 Clinical
l 'l

1999-2001
SumsDescriptors
5,8 Ethics
4,2 Autonomy
3,1 Euhanasia
2,6 MedicalEfrics
2,2 Paid
2,2 Conseht
1,8 Confidentiality
1,6 Informed
Consent
1 , 5 Voluntary
'1,3 Research
Efiics
1,2 Cloning
1 , 1 Ethics
Consultation
1,1 Eugenics
1,1 Genetics
1,0 ClinicalTrials
1,0 Disability
1,0 Justice
1,0 EthicalReview
1,0 Religion
1,0 Abortion
1,0 Genetic
Testing
1,0 Blood
Transfusion
1,0 Jehovah's
Witnesses
1,0 Bioefiics
0,9 Japan
0,9 EmpiricalEhics
0,9 Ethics
Committees
Ethics
0,8 Clinical
Committees
0,8 Beneficence
0,8 Patemalism

Fi gure4
T h ec o n textof ' autonomy'
Note:32unique
descriptor
termsco-occurring
oncewithautonomy
excluded.

p aternalism
equality
living w ill
medical ethics

ntiality
)ctof-D atrcnt
lationship
blood transfusion
resuscitation

euthanasia
futility
genetici
clo n

religion
ehovah's Witnesses
consent
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Figure
5
Thecontext
of 'euthanasia'
Note:15 unique
descriptor
terms
cooccuning
oncewitheuthanasia
excluded.

sician-assisted suicide

suicide

deathanddying

voluntary
terminal

Figure6
Thecontextof 'ethics'
Note:32 unique
descriptor
terms
co-occurring
oncewith'ethics'
excluded.

medical
ll

hilosophy
cirdiop ulmonary
resuscitation
cloning
consent

stlce
genetics
clinical trials

futility

research

geneticscreening
genetictesti
medical

p olicy
ersonhood
udents
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Figure
7
Thecontextof 'medical
ethics,
Note:26unique
descriptor
tenhsco-occurring
oncewith'medical
ethics'excluded.

medicaleducation
autonomy
resoruceallocation
resuscitation
advance clirectives

allowingto die

medicalstudents
p hy sician-patient relat
futility
blinical frials
humape.xperimentation
lranslusron

Figure
8
Co-occurring
descriptors,
1999.2001

Note:n=44,selectiontased
onthefrequency
ofoccurrence.
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terms occurring together with one of these terms are
computed, showing the context of each central descriptor
term (Figure 4-7). This gives us a detailedview ofconcepts,
not obtained by the mere counting of frequencies or
fractions. The descriptor autonomy can be seen in the

well as the debate on consent and informed consent is
continued inL999-2001 and a group ofnew concepts that
seemingly seem to cohere, at least intellectually, emerge:
cloning, eugenics,genetic testing andgenetics.In the same

context of relationships between the professional provider

context there is an emphasis on ethics committees and
research ethics. On the whole, it is hard to decide on a

and the patient and religious aspectsthat affect ffeatment
as well as aspectsconcerning consent. Euthanasia has its

specific character for each period, but obviously there is a
difference betweenthe periods asto the emphasisof subject

strongest relation with ethics, which indicates a basic
connection to a related subject domain, but has also

contentin their articles.Conclusively,this analysisapproach

cognitive relations to terminal care, which reflects aspects

gives insights into which major concepts, as reflected by
the use and combination of descriptor terms, that have a

on hydration and nutrition of the terminal patient and the
process of dying. Ethics is foremost related to medical

central meaning to the field.

ethics, which is seenin the connectionto medical (which

3.4 The intellectual base of Journal of Medical Ethics,
1993-2001

se e ms r at her r edu n d a n t), a n d to e u th a n a s i a. The
connections to religion, justice, philosophy and genetics
indicate the use of the descriptorethicsin contextsthat is
of great common concern for society. The descriptor

3.4.1 Document types and journals

medical ethics (as well as its synonym bioethics) is, of

The intellectual base of the Journal of Medical
Ethics is constitutedof a total ofi4l2 unique references.

course, very general in this context but seems to relate
foremost to aspectsof education and the remaining links

In order to reflect the distribution of citations to the more
cited items, citations to non-journal items as well as to

are dispersedto a variety of descriptors.Looking at all
descriptorsabove the cut-offpoint over all 3 periods,the

journal articles were counted and a rank ordered listing
was produced to show the top journals as well as the top

descriptors abortion, bioethics and informed consent can
be added to a set of descriptors that seem to remain stable

non-journal items cited (Table 4). Not surprisingly, most
of the journal articles cited at least 4 times are from the

for the whole period. Using MDS, an overall view of term
relations could be visualized (Figure 8), but as there has to

Journal of Medical Ethics and 37To of the citations to
articles are self-citations at journal level. In all,28 Voof

be a limitation as to how many objectsthat can be contained

the citations to items cited at least 4 times are directed to
non-journal items and 72Vo tojournal articles. As for the

in a 'map' only the more frequent terms are included, which
means that a more complete comprehensionof term
relations on a more detailed level requires several graphs
that display a majority of the terms relating to a certain,
selected term. Still, the map of co-occurring terms is
relatively easy to interpret as to central vs. peripheral
locations: autonoflty, euthanasia,ethics andmedical ethics
all hold central positions on the map in terms of having
several connections to more peripheral terms.

total number of citations, 2875 or 397o areto non-journals.
This means that the intellectual base of the Journal of
Medical EthicJ,.to a greaterextent, can be traced to journal
articles and, to a lesser extent, to books. In order to get a
general view of the citations to journals, the total
distribution of citations to journals was calculated (Table
5). Comparing Table 4 and Table 5 as to the 10 top positions

One could also look at the specific characterofeach

one can seethat two new journals have enteredin Table 5:
Hastings Center Report, which is a genuine medical ethics

period (Table 3). The period 1993-1996 includes a focus

journal, andSocial Scienceand Medicine. The two journals

on medical ethics as a subject and the teaching of medical
ethics. During L996-1998 consent and informed consent

that lost their prominent more positions were the Journal

and the question of patient autonomy in the context of
blood-refusal is debated. The debate on blood-refusal as

of Clinical Ethics and the Journal of the Royal Coilege of
Physicians of London. In all, the dominance of journals
not exclusively focusing on medical ethics is obvious.
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Table4
items
& non-iournal
Therankorderofjournalarticles
toitemscitedatleast4 times
ofcitations
onthedistribution
Note:Therankorderisbased
. Journal
to the
articlesaremerged
Ethics,1993-2001
intheJournalof Medical
bydocuments
journal
theyarepublished.
inwhich

RankNon-journals

rnkJournals

1
2
3

1
2
3

Ethics
Journal
ofMedical
Medicine
Journalof
NewEngland
BritishMedicalJournal

4
5

4
Medicine
Annals
ofInternal
JoumaloftheAmericanMedical5
Association
6
Medicine
Archives
ofInternal
7
Medicine
Academic
8
Ethics
ofClinical
Journal

6
7
3
9

of
College
Journal
of the Royal
Physicians
ofLondon

0 Lancet

1994,
Biomedica
Principles
BeauchampTL,
1989,
Principles
Biomedica
BeauchampTL,
life'
andwithdrawing
Medical
Association,
1999,
Withholding
British
prolonging
medical
treatment
andpersons
Parfit
D,1984,Reasons
Atheoryofiustice
RawlsJ,1971,
T,1990,
Backdoor
eugenics
Duster
Principles
R,1994,
ofhealth
careethics
Gillon
AE,1989,
Deciding
forothers
Buchanan

9

voice
Gilligan
C,1982,Ina different

10

of
onthepractice
College
ofPhysicians,
1990,
Guidelines
TheRoyal
subjects
inmedical
invofuing
human
research
ethicscommittees

Table5
to iournals
of citations
Thedistribution
1993'2001
published
of Medical
Ethics,
in Journal
citedbydocuments
citedatleast30timesshown.
Note:
Onlyiournals

title
# citationsJournal
Ethics
ofMedical
465
Journal
MedicalJournal
British
334
ofMedicine
Journal
NewEngland
222
Medical
Association
oftheAmerican
Journal
190
Lancet
131.
RePort
Center
Hastings
128
Medicine
of Internal
Archives
97
Medicine
71
Annals
oflnternal
andMedicine
Science
Social
50
Medicine
Academic
49
ofAustralia
Medical
Journal
46
American
Geriatrics
Society
ofThe
Journal
45
Bioethics
42
andPhilosophy
Medicine
Journalof
40
Pediatrics
39
Ethics
ofClinical
Journal
34
Education
Medical
33
CareMedecine
Critical
31
of Physicians
ofLondon
College
of the Royal
Journal
30
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Figure
I
Cocitation
map
Journal
Journals
citedbyJournal
Ethics,
of Medical
1993-2001

Note:Onlyjournals
citedatleast10times,
a total0f48journals,
wereinciuded.
Thecircle
sizeisproportional
tothen'umler
ofcitations
received
bya journal
andthewidthol
connecting
linestotheco-citation
areabbreviated.
strengih.
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It can be of interestnot only to know aboutthe degree

context represent a wide spectrum ofjournals focused on

of visibility or use reflected by the number of citations

different aspects of medical research: cardiovascular &

receivedbyjournals, but also to reflect the structureofthe

respiratory diseases,critical care, emergency medicine,

intellectual baseonjournal level and appreciatethe whole

genetics, geriatrics, internal medicine, obstetrics and

pattern of relations between journals cited by Journal of

pediatrics. Other fields ofresearch presentin the periphery

Medical Ethics, In order to accomplish this, a joumal co-

are nursing scienceand philosophy, medical education and

citation map, basedon the number of times that journals in

law medicine. To conclude, it is obvious that a few, highly
cited journals from the field of medical ethics as well as a

the referencelists of documentsfrom the,/ournal of Medical
9). The relations between journals and the spatial

few journals with a generalmedical focus consfuctthecore.
An additional number of journals on medical ethics like

configuration of the map could be viewed in a center-

Bulletin of Medical Ethics, Bioethics, Cambridge Quarterly

periphery manner: in the center,a core is constitutedby the

Healthcare Ethics andKennedy Institute of Ethics lournal

most cited journals and correspondswell with the listing
of highly cited journals in Table 5, while lesscited journals

are quite distant from the core and thus more seldom cocited with journals of the same.

are located in the periphery. Peripheral journals in this

The circle size is proportional to the number of citations

Ethics co-occur, was produced by means of MDS (Figure
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received by a journal and the width of connecting lines to
the co-citation strength.Journal titles are abbreviated.

content of the citing documents . However, it seemsvalid,
to a certain extent, that there should be a resemblance
between the subject content of the cited documentsand the

3,4.2 The cluster structure of the intellectual base
The distribution of citations by cited documents is

subject content of the citing documents.

extremely skewed and93Voof all referencesare cited only

Looking at the literature that authors inthe Journal
of Medical Ethics refet to, the publication period of the

once (Figure 10). As all documents are not of the same
importance,or at least,not usedor made visible to the same

analyzeditems has no limitation. Certainly, an author can
refer to any document he or she seesaspertinent regardless

extent, somecitation threshold for inclusion in the analvsis

of its age.Nevertheless,a publication seemsto lose interest

Figure
10
Thedistribution
of citations

o
E

1ffi.00%

E

So.oovo

=

60.00%

b

4o.oovo

$

2O.OOVo

0.

o.oovo
r3 5 7 9 tr1 3 1 5 t7 192r
Citation frequency

has to be decided on.

for readersthe older they are and more recent publications

In this caseall documents cited at least 4 times were

are usually more visible through their use as reflected by

included, constituting a set of 55 documents.The resulting
clustering produced 6 clusters, containing 53 documents,

citations receivedr2.In accordancewith this notion, the mean
median publication year is 1994, which means that

which are represented with the number of objects per
cluster, the median publication year and number of citing

relatively recent publications are among the more cited
documents selected.

documents. The objects in the'clusters are presentedwith

Scanning the labels of these clusters, it is obvious
that the subject content of the intellectual base does not

author name, publication year, volume number, starting
page, abbreviatedjournal title, number of citations and, at
the end, the number of times they appearas one of the parts

diverge radically from the content of clusters basedon the

arecollected and titles, abstracts,identifiers and descriptors

citing documentsin section3 .l and3.2.As far asthe authors
of the Journal of Medical Ethics base their articles on
previous knowledge and results contained in their
referenced publications, this should to some extent be

are studied. Thus, the labeling of clusters is based on the

reflected in the subject content of their own articles as well

of the links forming the clusters. In order to interpret and
label the clusters, all documentsciting a particular cluster

t2This is certainlythe casefor the literature
ofsciencewhereasthe socialsciencesandarts& humanitieshavea differentaging
scheme.
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as in their titles and assignedkey words. Nevertheless,new

Cluster 1

themes can be seento emerge,where referenceditems are

Clinical- andResearchEthicsCommittees
(N=9, medianpublicationyear=1995,numberof citing
documents=22)
ThorntonJG, 1995,V3It,P667, Brit Med Il4/4; Gilbert

seenin a new light and linked togetherin new combinations
by the way they are cocited. The subject-contentdimension
is rather clear':clinical aspectsof medical ethicsarereflected
by cluster lr 2, 4 and 5, while a more general theme of
ethics in connection with education is reflected bv cluster
3, which also is the largestcluster.

c, 1989,V299,PL437,Brit Med J/8/3;GarfieldR 1995,
V3 11,P660,Brit MedJi4l2;WhileAE, 1995,V3 I I , P661,
Brit Med Jl4l2; GillonR, 1997,y23,P203,JMed Ethics/

Using MDS, it is possibleto reflect the interrelations

5/1;HarriesUI,1994,V28,P150,J Roy Coll PhysLondl

between clusters by counting the number of times that

4/1; Royal Coll Phys,1990,Guid PractEth Comm/4/l;
Brit MedAss,1999,WithhWithdrLifPro/6ll; CraigGM,
1994,V20,P139,J MedEthics/4/1

documents of clusters are cocited with documentsof other
clusters (Figure 11). As there are differencesin the number
of objects in each cluster, the mean cocitation strength

they are part of the same 'speciaity' of medical ethics

Cluster 2
PatientAutonomy- Transfusion-free
Treatment
(N=3, medianpublicationyear=1998,numberof citing
documents=6)
MuramotoO, 1998,y24,P223,J MedEthicsl6l2;Malyon

research.Proportionally, they seemto be equally cited and

D, 1998,V24,P376,J
MedEthics/4/l;Muramoto
O, 1998,

the median publication year is about the same.Thus, the

V24, P2g5,JMed Ethics/4/l

betweenclustersis calculatedas presentedin section2.1.
The most related clusters are cluster 5 and cluster 6 and
apparently, as indicated by similar labels, they focus on
similar research topics and it is in fact not unlikely that

concept of autonomy is connected to the concept of lifedeath decisions and through cluster 3 connectedto aspects
of education and ethical principles. The latter cluster has
the most central position indicating that aspectsof ethics
and education are connectedto several themes of medical
e th i c s . Clus t er | - C l i n i c a l - a n d R e s e a rc h E thi cs
Cotnmittees - have week connections to cluster 5 and 6
but is more relatedto cluster 3 - Ethical Principles in Health
Care andTeachingEthics. Cluster 2, Patient AutonornyTransfusion-free Treatment- is the 'youngest' cluster and
has its only connection with cluster 5, connecting the
concept of autonomy in the context of transfusion-free
treatment with autonomy in the context of life death
decisions.Cluster 4 reflectsa delimited aspectof medical
ethics researchand is not connectedto any other cluster.
Obviously, the time factor has some importance as
to how documentscohere in terms of being cocited and the

Cluster3
EthicalPrinciplesin HealthCareandTeachingEthics
(N=15,medianpublicationyear=1990,
numberof citing
documents=49)
HebertP, 1990,V16,PI4L,J MedEthics/6/5;CulverCM,
L985,V3L2,P253,
TL,
New Engl J Med/8/4;Beauchamp
1994,PrinciplesBiomedicalI9l3; ParfitD, 1984,Reasons
Persons/5/2;
SulmasyDP, 1993,V L9,PL57, J Med Ethics/
4/2; BuchananAE, 1989, Deciding OthersEthil4l2;
Mitchell KR, 1993,V19, P230,J Med Ethicsl5l2;Gillon
R, 1994,V309,P184,Brit Med J/5/l; Miles SH, 1989,
V64,P705,AcadMed/5/1;HebertPC, 1992,V18,P142,J
Med Ethics/4/l;DusterT, 1990,BackdoorEugenics/4/1;
PellegrinoED, 1990,V1, P175,J Clin Ethicsl4ll1'
Pellegrino
ED, I992,V268,PL734"Jama-J
Am MedAssoc/
4tl

connectionof a certain aspectofresearch with anotheris

SulmasyDP, 1990,V150,P2509,Arch InternMed/4/1;

to some extent due to this time factor and possibly both

Gillon R, 1994,PrinciplesHlth Carel{lI

size and connectionsto other clusterswill increasewith
time for a 'young' clusterreflecting a relatively new research
theme.
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Cluster 4
CovertVideoSurveillance
(N=3, medianpublication year=I995,numberof citing
documents=6)
EvansD, 1995,V21,P9, J Med Ethicsl4l2;SouthallDP,
1987,V294,P1637,Brit Med J/4/1;SouthallDP, 1995,
V21. P104.J Med Ethics/4/l
Cluster 5
AutonomyandLife-DeathDecisions
(N=14, medianpublicationyear=t991,numberof citing
documents=s1)

SE, 1983,V309,P569,N Engl J Med/5/1;TomlinsonT,
1990,V264,PI276,Jama-JAm Med Assoc/5/l
EmanuelLL, 1991,V324, P889,New Engl J Med/5/1;
VanderwalG, 1996,V335,P1706,New Engl J Medl4ll;
Bakhurst
D,1992,V18,P63,J MedEthicsi4/l
Cluster 6
Life-DeathDecisions
(N=8, medianpublicationyear=1990,numberof citing
documents=2S)
MorganR, 1994,V308,P1677,Brit Med J/5/4;Jonsson

11
Figure
cocitation-clusters
between
lnterrelations

to
ofobjects
inclusters
andwidth
oflines
thenumber
Note:
sizes
areproportionalto
Circle
between
clusters.
theaverage
cocitation-strength
LJ, 1990,VI12,P949, Ann InternMed
Schneiderman
TL, 1989,PrinciplesBiomedicall714;
Beauchamp
/8/5;
WreenMJ, 1991,Vl'1,PL24,J Med Ethicsi6/3;Blackhall
LJ, 1987,V317,P1281,NewEnglI MeN4l3;TruogRD,
1992,V 326,P1560,New E nglJ Medl413;JacksonJ, 1991,
V17, P5, J Med Ethicsl5l2; Gilligan C, 1982,Different
Yoice/4/l:On RD, 1997, V23, PI42, I Med Ethics/4/l;
Savulescu
J,1995,V21,P327,J Med Ethics/4/l;Bedell

PV 1988,V I48,P2373,Arch InternMedl$l3:MurphyDJ,
1994,V330,P545,New Engl J Medl4l2;Duff RS, 1973,
V289,P890,New Engl JMedl4lL;RawlsJ, 1971,Theory
Justice/S/l;
SecklerAB, 1991,V115,P92,Ann InternMed/
5/1; Vandermaas
PJ,I 991,V338,P669,Lancetl411; Wanzer
SH, 1989,V320,P844,New Engl J Med/5/1
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CluA( 1), Clinical- and ResearchEthics Committees;(N=9,
me dian public at io n y e a r= 7 9 9 5 , n u m b e r o f ci ti ng
documents=22)

mclre peripheral and delimited foci concern blood
transfusion in a religious context, and covert surveillance.
The analysis of documents linked by bibliographic

CluB(2), Patient Autonomy - Transfusion-freeTreatment;

coupling visualized clinical aspects of medical ethics

(N=3, median publication year=1998, number of citing

through cl usters deal i ng w i th ethi cal probl em s of

documents=6)

resuscitationand nutrition at the terminal stage.The largest

CluC(3), Ethical Principles in Health Care and Teaching
Ethics; (N=15, medianpublication year=I990, number of
citing documents=49)

cluster is concernedwith issuesaboutthe ethical principles
of 'care and ethics education'. The ethics of medical
researchand patient autonomy were two additional themes.
Clustering documentsthat cite or are cited by other

[Cluster 4, Covert Video Surveillance; (N=3, median
publication year=1995,number of citing documents=6).No
documentsof cluster 4 is cocited with anv documentsof
the other clusters.l

documents in the Journal of Medical Ethics during the
period 1993-200I, the objective was to see how research
themes are formed around the top-cited documents of this
particular journal and thus reflect this journals' internal,

CluE(5), Autonomy and Life-Death Decisions;

formal communication. The researchthemes were in large

(N=14, median publication year=t991, number of citing

found to be similar to those found in clusters based on

documents=51)

bibliographic coupling, though a few new researchthemes

CluF ( 6) , Lif e -D e a th D e c i s i o n s ; (N = 8 , medi an
publication year=1990, number of citing documents=25)

emerged.
The analysisof words gaveinsightsinto which major
conceptsthat have a central meaning to the field, reflecting

4. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

the use and combination of descriptor terms. Autonomy,
ethics,euthanasiaandmedical ethics werefound to be used

Basedon the assumptionthat the Journalof Medical

frequently over 3 consecutiveperiods. The context of these

Ethics is a prominent representativefor the field of medical
ethics, the object of this paper has been to examine if its

terms was analyzed as to co-occurrence with other terms
and provided a more detailed understandingof each term.

content can reflect the intellectual structure ofthe field. It

A general view of term relations by means of MDS based

was found that core journals in the journal cocitation

on co-occurrencesfurther ascertainedthe cognitive context

structure comprised severaljournals not explicitly focused

of more frequent descriptor terms. Over the time period of

on medical ethics. It is not clear to what extent cited
publications in thesejournals focus on mere medical ethics

this investigation a few terms have remained stable and a

issuesor on medical-clinical issues.Furthermore,a number

in describing the research structure on this basis.

large shareoflow frequencydescriptorsindicate difficulties

of journals with a clear emphasison medical ethics were
found to be cocited to a lesser extent by the Journal of
Medical Ethics. Therefore, the result is indicative and not
an exhaustive reflection of all posssible research foci in
the field.
Concerning the description of subject content, a
number of research foci or research themes have been
identified. Educational aspectsand ethical principles is a
pronounced theme of the intellectual base,representedby
the largest and most central cluster. Autonomy and ethical
aspectsof life-death decisionsis anotherpronouncedtheme
and so is medical researchethics in a clinical context. Other
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